Vulnerability abuse
You catch a bad infection and
ask a native-speaking friend
to call for you a public health
center. When specifying your
HIV status (which implies
an urgent treatment), the
secretariat refuses to give
you an appointment for socalled “sanitary reasons”. After
insisting, they accept but only
in exchange of informal high
payment (for an officially free
service).

Work-studies
incompatibility
Sex work is physically hard;
you’d like to work in another
field. However, you need to
learn the language of your
new country first. You find a
language course for migrants
where you can register for
free. But the lessons are taking place in the morning; after a month of intense rhythm,
you start losing clients because you need to sleep.

It’s an emergency: you go
but lose all your savings; use
a Help Money card and get
stuck 1 round or get stuck 2
rounds.

Despite your strong willingness, you need money and
have to drop classes; you’re
stuck for the next round.

Administrative
discrimination

Eviction

You need to have an official
working
experience
to
ask citizenship. You go to
a cleaning agency and
offer your services. You are
accepted after an interview.
You give your papers to
establish a contract but the
secretariat calls you back:
your official papers are not
fitting your gender identity.
The agency accuses you of
falsification and refuses to
hire you. Go back 1 square.

You rent informally a small
room. This your only private
and safe place, therefore you
don’t use it for work. However,
your landlord, driving by in the
neighbourhood looking for a
sexworker to hire, recognises
you. Afraid of being accused
of procurement (exploitation
of sex workers), he decides to
evict you the very same night.
You can sleep at a colleague’s
place but only for a few days.
Go back 2 squares.

Domestic
exploitation
You are coming from a very
wealthy family with a big
house where you had your
own room. However, you are
now out of money and you
are now a housemaid in such
a house, where you have a
very tiny room.
You have no privacy, you
cannot leave the house and
your room is only provided
in exchange of overwork. Go
back 2 squares.

Unpaid labour
The family you work in as a
housemaid does not provide
you a decent work contract.
In exchange of a tiny room,
you’re in charge of all the
domestic work such as cleaning, cooking, or taking care
of the children.
You’re not provided any wage
and it is for now too difficult
for you to leave beacuse
you need a room. Go back 2
squares.

Abortion denial
Your pregnancy continues
but despite your desire to
be a mother, you decide that
your very poor living conditions don’t allow you to raise
a child properly. You unwillingly decide to undergo an
abortion. But the doctor you
manage to consult refuses to
help you: they need more documents and the legal period
of abortion is about to end.
You enventually have to prepare yourself to welcome a
baby despite your precarity.
Go back 2 squares.

Work-studies
incompatibility
You decide to go back to your
education to complete your
bachelor and to find a job in
your area of interest. You apply to different universities
but you are not accepted because of the language barrier.
One allows you to register;
however, your working conditions don’t give you time to
study. Go back 1 square.

No professional
recognition
Poor housing
conditions
The only house you can afford
is an old shed near the field
you are working in. Unfortunately it does not have energy or a kitchen, so you have
to do a fire to cook your food.
You are struggling with asthma. Go back 1 square.

Emergency care
denial

Working at the strawberry
field is physically exhausting.
You’re finally getting familiar
to your new language and
decide to ask for a work permit to work again as a doctor.
However, you get informed
that your new country doesn’t
recognize your medical education.
You are denied a work permit
in your own field and have to
keep working as a fruit picker. You’re stuck for the next
round.

Child trauma

While working as a fruit picker in a strawberry field, you
get seriously injured by a machine. Despide the depth of
your wounds and the risks
for your health, your boss refuses to drive you to the hospital because you are an illegal worker.

Your son Malik can’t speak
the language of your new
place; he must attend a 3-to6-months preparation class
before taking part in regular
school. But Malik has been
affected by the migration
journey. He feels homesick
and stays reserved. This impacts seriously his learning
process.

You are injured and cannot leave work to get basic
emergency care. Go back 3
squares.

Your work doesn’t give you
time to help him out; Malik’s
difficulties and social anxiety
grow. Go back 2 squares.

Social isolation
Back in Movoto, you had completed elementary school and
thus learned basic life skills
like reading, writing and carpentry. But here, you understand the language with great
difficulty. Fortunately, the city
dwellers are quite friendly and
you manage to communicate
effectively with simple hand
gestures.
Other than the inescapable
cultural and social barriers,
life on the streets has made it
unable for you to attend and
complete high school. You are
isolated. Go back 1 square.

Shelter dismantling
You have been squatting in a
shanty part of the town with
minimal infrastructure and impoverished conditions for the
past few weeks. Food is scarce
but a religious charitable organization provides you everyday basic meals. However, the
prevailing fascist government
has set up a ruthless organization to crack down on illegal
immigrants, and has dismantled the shelter you had.
You are on the streets again
with no means of survival. Go
back 2 squares.

Fear of questions

Gang trap

Whilst sleeping, you get
attacked by a heroin-addicted
vagabond with a knife who
mistakes you for someone else.
You suffer from lacerations in
your left shoulder and upper
back. You can’t go to a clinic or
hospital because of your illegal
status and potential medical
fees, but also because you’re
afraid of questions about your
missing organs.

You’ve been apprehended by
a street gang who quickly endorses you into its unlawful
midst. You learn the art of craftiness and thievery and must
abide by the gang rules in order to survive. Whatever you
manage to steal from tourists,
you have to return to the leader of the clique. Since you’re
still a new member, you get
just enough food and water for
the day.

A friend of yours gives you
basic first aid. Move forward
1 square. However, you need
time to recover; you’re stuck
for the next 2 rounds.

You feel trapped in this lifestyle. If you have a Help
card, you are safe for now. If
not, get stuck 2 rounds.

Jail

Jail

The police retains you for
the night because you could
not show proper documents.
Stay there 1 round then go
back to the obstacle spot.
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Deportation
Jail
The police retains you for
the night because you could
not show proper documents.
Stay there 1 round then go
back to the obstacle spot.

You have been declared illegal and are sent back to your
country. Go back to your starting point.
If you have
an Activist or Ngo card
and
a Lawyer card,
congratulations: you are safe
for this time.

Jail

Detention center

The police retains you for
the night because you could
not show proper documents.
Stay there 1 round then go
back to the obstacle spot.

The border police brings you
to a detention center to stop
your journey. Stay there 2
rounds, then go back to the
obstacle spot.
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